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CELSYS and Wacom expand creative collaboration
Tokyo, Japan – October 31, 2019 - Beginning in 2006 with a ComicStudioMini software and Intuos3 pen tablet bundle for
digital art enthusiasts, Celsys and Wacom have long enjoyed a collaborative relationship.

With the ultimate goal of

improving and advancing the creative experience of digital illustrators and animators, the two companies are delivering
the tools to make digital art more viable, fun and user-friendly.

To support and celebrate the creative community, Wacom and Celsys have come up with a truly special offer. Beginning
on October 31, 2019, purchasers of a new Wacom Cintiq will receive a free 12 -month subscription to CLIP STUDIO
PAINT PRO.

The Wacom Cintiq, specifically designed for young creative professionals, creativ e enthusiasts, art

students and passionate hobbyists, is a fantastic tool for digital sketching and illustration.

By working directly on screen

with Wacom’s renowned pressure-sensitive pen, users discover the freedom, precise control and natural pen -on-paper
feel that are synonymous with the Cintiq name.

Using the various brushes offered in CLIP STUDIO PAINT with Wacom

Cintiq makes it easy to create amazing art. Just in time for the upcoming holidays, this offer is certain to make a great
gift for the enthusiastor professional comic artist.

“As a long-time professional comic book artist, Wacom graphics tablets and CLIP STUDIO PAINT have completely
transformed the way that I work and become a completely indispensable combination to me,“ said Cameron Stew art, the
artist of Batgirl and Fight Club 2. "After almost a decade of using them to create comics, these tools are as vital and
important to me now as pencil and paper were to my predecessors.”

Optimizing digital tools
In the production of manga and illustrations, detailed drawings are often required. Exceptional sensitivity and responsive
control of the pen and various brushes are the cornerstone of drawing, inking, or painting.

Starting at the product

development stage, Wacom and Celsys product and engineering teams cooperate to optimize the Wacom -Celsys
experience by delivering precise control and creative freedom to the end user.

Wacom’s new Pro Pen 2 technology, found on its Intuos Pro, Cintiq, Cintiq Pro and Mobil eStudio Pro branded tablets
and pen displays, works elegantly with Celsys‘ brush engine for an authentic, natural drawing experience. The pen’s
8192 levels of pressure sensitivity, tilt response and virtually lag free tracking interact seamlessly with CLIP STUDIO
PAINT for amazing feedback and results that effectively emulate working with traditional media.

“Celsys shares in our vision of enhancing the capabilities of today’s creatives and working together to build a bright
future for digital artists everywhere," said Faik Karaoglu, Executive Vice President Wacom’s branded creative products
group. “We look forward to continuing our mission of developing natural and intuitive digital solutions that will allow
artists to keep on creating great art and inspire others to do the same.”

Supporting digital art around the world
The Wacom and Celsys relationship goes way beyond product offerings. Their co -produced videos on how to draw manga
have been viewed by thousands of novice artists seeking to expand their own artistic horizons. In addition, Wacom and
Celsys co-exhibit or collaborate at various events globally, such as Comic Market (Japan), Japan Expo (France), Seoul
Comic Con (Korea), and New York Comic Con (USA). Users at these events have the opportunity to e xperience drawing
with the different brush tools of Celsys’ software on Wacom’s latest pen products.

“Together, Wacom and Celsys provide a great drawing experience for users. By strengthening our collaborations, we aim
to enhance the digital art experience and continue to build an exciting future for artists everywhere,” said Tetsuya
Kobayashi, Celsys’ Head of Marketing Department.

Wacom
https://www.wacom.com/

CLIP STUDIO PAINT
https://www.clipstudio.net/en/
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Wacom Co., Ltd.
Founded in 1983, Wacom is a global company based in Japan with subsidiaries and affiliate offices around the world to
support marketing and distribution in over 150 countries and areas. It is the world’s leading manufacturer of pen tablets,
interactive pen displays, and digital interface solutions. The advanced technology of Wacom’s intuitive input devices has
been used to create some of the most exciting digital art, films, specia l effects, fashion and designs around the world
and provides business and home users with their leading interface technology to express their personality. The company
also offers its products as OEM solutions to leading manufacturers serving incremental ma rkets. Wacom’s interface
technology, called Wacom Feel IT technologies, is also offered as an integrated solution to strategic partners. Most tablet
device and PC manufacturers count on the advanced features and reliability to deliver a superior user inter face
experience.
Wacom, Cintiq, WILL, Feel are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Wacom Co., Ltd.
All other trademarks and product names are property of their respective companies.

CELSYS,Inc.
CELSYS supports creators globally in the production, browsing, and distribution of digital art utilizing information
technology.
We provide solutions for content creation, distribution, and browsing, including support of creative activities through
our illustration, manga and animation production software “Clip Studio Paint” and web service “Clip Studio”, as well as
our e-book solution, “Clip Studio Reader”.
Corporate site: https://www.celsys.co.jp/en/
Clip Studio Paint site: http://www.clipstudio.net/en/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/clipstudioofficial/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/clipstudiopaint
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/celsys.clipstudiopaint/

© CELSYS,Inc. All Rights Reserved.

All product names and corporate names are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Note: Information in this news release is correct as of the date of publication. Please be aware that changes may occur at a l ater date,
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TEL： 81-3-3373-9919
FAX： 81-3-5304-1933
e-mail：press@artspark.co.jp
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https://www.celsys.co.jp/en/clipsolution/
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